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The left’s J6 narrative hinges on the idea that President Trump was orchestrating an “insurrection” to overthrow the US government. But think about it—
if that were true, wouldn’t he want as few cops around as possible? Yet, Trump actually requested 10,000 National Guard troops to be at the scene. It
doesn’t add up, right? How does that fit their wild “insurrection” story? If you’re planning to overthrow the government, why on earth would you ask
for more law enforcement to be there? That pesky little fact blew so many holes in the uni-party narrative. Meanwhile, those traitors on the J6 Committee
knew full well that President Trump had requested the National Guard, but they buried that fact because it totally wrecked their “insurrection” theory.
But as always, the truth has a way of coming out, doesn’t it?

Committee on House Administration:

Following Mollie Hemingway’s reporting, Chairman Loudermilk released the following statement:

“The former J6 Select Committee apparently withheld Mr. Ornato’s critical witness testimony from the American people because it
contradicted their pre-determined narrative,” said Chairman Loudermilk. “Mr. Ornato’s testimony proves what Mr. Meadows has said all
along, President Trump did in fact offer 10,000 National Guard troops to secure the U.S. Capitol, which was turned down.

“This is just one example of important information the former Select Committee hid from the public because it contradicted what they
wanted the American people to believe. And, this is exactly why my investigation is committed to uncovering all the facts, no matter the
outcome.”

That bombshell should have been enough to shut down the whole “insurrection” charade, but obviously, it didn’t. And now, thanks to a group of
National Guard whistleblowers, the J6 “insurrection” theory is not just falling apart—it’s crumbling spectacularly. This new information—straight from
the horse’s mouth—is so shocking that it’s got many Americans wondering if their own government committed sedition against a sitting US President.

What exactly is “sedition“?

Sedition is overt conduct, such as speech or organization, that tends toward rebellion against the established order. Sedition often includes
subversion of a constitution and incitement of discontent toward, or insurrection against, established authority.

It sounds like something the Deep State would do, right?

The X account Bad Kitty recently stirred the pot with a post about new whistleblower revelations and posed that very provocative question: Did the US
Government commit sedition against a sitting US President?

Bad Kitty Unleashed:

Did the Pentagon commit sedition upon a sitting US president?

Three DC National Guard whistleblowers say they WERE ready to be deployed on January 6 on Trump’s orders but were held back by the
Pentagon in bombshell testimony contradicting Capitol riot committee’s story!

The officers, who were with Walker the day of the Capitol riot, will detail how they were on buses in full tactical gear for hours waiting for
the go-ahead from the Army.
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Additionally, the whistleblowers will reveal how the January 6 Committee did not want to hear their testimony because it corroborated
Trump and his allies’ claims that the former president did authorize the National Guard days in advance to respond to any violence or unrest
on January 6, 2021.
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Not only are these whistleblowers confirming what President Trump has consistently claimed—that he repeatedly tried to deploy the National Guard to
the Capitol—but they’re also exposing just how diabolical our government can be.

Daily Mail:

Whistleblowers from the Washington D.C. National Guard will tell Congress that Donald Trump did want them deployed during
the Capitol riot and the Army delayed telling them to mobilize in a bombshell hearing next week.

DailyMail.com can exclusively reveal that at least three officers will appear Wednesday before a House subcommittee to claim their stories
were also ignored by the Democrat-led January 6 committee, because it didn’t fit their narrative.
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The hearing will aim to further prove that Acting Defense Secretary at the time Christopher Miller did give advance approval of D.C.
National Guard deployment at the direction of then-President Donald Trump.

A person familiar with the review by the House Administration Committee’s Oversight Subcommittee said the whistleblowers will provide
testimony that then-Army Secretary Ryan McCarthy delayed by at least two hours providing official notice to D.C. National Guard
Commander William Walker to deploy troops to the Capitol.

A person familiar with the review by the House Administration Committee’s Oversight Subcommittee said the whistleblowers will provide
testimony that then-Army Secretary Ryan McCarthy delayed by at least two hours providing official notice to D.C. National Guard
Commander William Walker to deploy troops to the Capitol.

The whistleblower testimony reveals how January 6th has been exploited by the current regime to deceive, slander, and harshly punish many innocent
individuals, something Revolver has been calling out for years now. Recently, Revolver dropped a bombshell article on the J6 “Mop Up Man” that’s
sure to blow you away.

Revolver:

When asked about the flagrant and explicable lack of concern in relation to the pipe bomb, a more senior Capitol Police official who spoke
for the group offered the following shocking response: the nonchalant response of the Secret Service and Capitol Police to the pipe bomb
was deliberately designed so as not to cause panic among the public. Think of that: we’re supposed to believe that Secret Service agents and
Capitol Police stood lackadaisically within feet of what could have been a live explosive device and allowed a group of children to walk
within feet of said device in order to not cause panic. This answer alone suggests that not only are they clearly covering up the real story,
they possess such confidence that they didn’t even have to bother to come up with a more plausible cover story. If you believe that, we’ve
got a bridge in Brooklyn or a Fedsurrection in D.C. to sell you, folks!

[…]

We are now in a position to expose the identity of the most senior Capitol Police official in that meeting and the man who reportedly
presented congressional officials and staffers with the absurd excuse that the Capitol Police and Secret Service allowed a group of children
to walk in front of the bomb so as not to cause panic—a baffling explanation for such a flagrant breach of protocol as to be unbelievable to
the point of offense. That Capitol Police official is Ashan Benedict, currently Assistant Chief of Police of the Capitol Police in charge of
Protective and Intelligence Operations. Yes, you read that right. A man who would excuse the flagrant violation of security protocol as
depicted in the footage of the DNC bomb discovery is the head of Protective Operations at the Capitol Police. This alone should be
sufficient to cause a national scandal, but it gets far worse. Ashan Benedict’s conduct and statements in the meeting described above,
together with new (yet entirely overlooked) information that has come out as a result of a recent Judicial Watch FOIA request, lead us to
believe with a high degree of conviction that Ashan M. Benedict is one of the key cover-up men of the entire January 6 pipe bomb hoax.

You can read the entire Revolver exclusive below:
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Mop-Up Man: Is This Former ATF Agent Running the J6 Pipe Bomb Coverup?

Based on this report, it’s painfully clear that a specific group of people made sure the National Guard wasn’t deployed on January 6th. They spread
baseless fears that President Trump would invoke the “Insurrection Act” to use the Guard to cling to power. The absence of the National Guard was
crucial to their scheme. Without 10,000 troops maintaining order, it was easier to stir up chaos and position their federal operatives strategically during
the events of that day.
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With all the unanswered questions and lingering mysteries about January 6th, the more information that leaks out, the more you have to wonder if figures
like Pelosi and others orchestrated the event to divert attention from a stolen election and attempt to erase MAGA from the political landscape once and
for all.
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bigeee1 .

Reply

− ⚑

3 days ago

What I have learned these past few years is that our Constitutional Republic is nothing but an
illusion run by a deep state that cares only for itself and the money they can steal from taxpayers.
It’s depressing to know but it is certainly reality and with the FBI, CIA and DOJ and others working
against the people it is truly daunting.

 99  0

RoyBean  

Reply

− ⚑> bigeee1 .

3 days ago  edited

Unfortunately the "Constitutional Republic" didn't last 100 years. See: Civil
war/reconstruction act. Act of 1871. And the more modern coup d'é·tat, the assassination
of JFK.

 41  0

ThelmaJoey  

Reply

− ⚑> RoyBean

3 hours ago

25 Ways to Make Money Online, O�ine and at Home. Here’s how to make money
with a WalletBase and how long it will take to see the extra income. qk
WalletBase rounded up 25 real ways to make money at home,

reach... Wallet3Base.blogspot.com/?/qk

 0  0

JoeNobodie  

Reply

− ⚑> bigeee1 .

2 days ago

The irony is that they are doing so much damage, the money they stole is liable to become
worthless...

 14  0

Nevil Williamson  

Reply

− ⚑> JoeNobodie

21 hours ago

Did they spend the $ setting themselves up for life?
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OzarkAggie  

Reply

− ⚑> JoeNobodie

2 days ago

The Treasury could begin printing Silver Certi�cates, and backing them with silver
bullion, less in demand than gold, and that would end the Fed's domination of our
economy.

It's a private bank, and I say pennies on the dollar. Roughly $1 trillion. Pay them
off in silver, or not at all.

 0  0

THE DUDE ABIDES  

Reply

− ⚑> OzarkAggie

20 hours ago

They don't have any silver and, IMO, do not have any gold. They could
buy the silver... but it would go to $200/oz quickly and we are already
broke.

There is a good reason they have not allowed a legit AUDIT of USA gold
since Ike. Sold to suppress price.

 0  0

Angry Senior  

Reply

− ⚑> bigeee1 .

a day ago

I had a History teacher in the late 1960s that said the same thing. That a President was
just a �gurehead and had no power. I wish he had given us recommendations for books to
read. I just tried reading one about Gen. Smedley Butler, but I stopped after the �rst
chapter. Why? Written by an AP "journalist" with extreme bias, saying that J6 was an
"armed insurrection." These Marxists will never stop lying for power and will never quit.
This IS the �ght for the rest of our lives to get our country back.

 8  0

Max Power  

Reply

− ⚑> Angry Senior

11 hours ago

The AP has been pure propaganda for many years now. I cancelled the AP during
Obama

 1  0

Sally Vandergraff  

Reply

− ⚑> bigeee1 .

a day ago

I'll go you one better (or *WORSE*): Imagine a world in which Deep State relatives engage
in targeting their conservative Patriot relatives for the Hidden Hand All-Seeing I (eye).
Sadly, even some family ties are also being revealed to be nothing but a sham and a scam,
a money-making opportunity on the part of disloyal sellouts. Same goes for LE-bribed
neighbor N@zís and other self-interested parties. The truth about a lot of things—and
people—is being revealed. It is not pretty.

 2  0

Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> bigeee1 .

2 days ago

yup and sad thing is we have to vote for Trump who started the scamdemic bs and �red
up patriots and then asked for 10k soldiers to keep them in line ?!? things that make you
go hmmm....

 1  31

Peck_r_wood  − ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

2 days ago

yep, Trump alone creates and unleashed that virus...

clueless troll
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Reply

clueless troll

 17  0

Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> Peck_r_wood

a day ago

Trump still brags about poisoning idiots like you with the clot shots !
and he allowed fauci to lockdown the USA and mask children who were
at almost zero risk....truth hurts fools like antifa and sadly we have too
many fools in the republican party too....imagine a party where Trump
did NOT lock down the country, did NOT approve clot shots, �red fauci,
milley, and wray ....you all are smarter than libtards, but you are still
idiots

 0  4

The Prisoner  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

7 hours ago

You are a paid propagandist liar.

And, your posts are irrelevant, a standard tactic of paid trolls.

Noisemaker blocked.

 1  0

Peck_r_wood  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

20 hours ago

...and what did Biden do?... duh...

 0  0

Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> Peck_r_wood

18 hours ago

biden doubled down on the path trump started....they are both wrong !
duh ! TDS trump lovers and haters can't face facts

 0  1

Peck_r_wood  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

13 hours ago

you were almost there

 0  0

BigJymn  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

a day ago

It was the Biden administration that HALTED the use of the vaccines
that Trump approved; and forced the mRNA vaccines onto the people.
You know;..... the vaccines that are damaging and killing everybody; and
with more and more damaging information about them coming out
almost daily. The J&J and AstraZeneca were standard vector vaccines;
NOT the experimental mRNA bioweapons brought in under the
Biden/P�zer criminal collaboration.
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Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> BigJymn

17 hours ago

Big J sounds about right....Rev 3:9 controls biden and trump and they
both pushed mrna shots so stop with the lies....of the two, Trump is
better, but make no mistake, they are a good cop, bad cop combo
designed in hell
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Reply 0  1

bigeee1 .  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

2 days ago

Protest is part of the American dynamic and with large numbers it is prudent to
have security to assure a small minority doesn’t get out of hand. Of course, if we
had known that the FBI would have assets dressed as Trump supporters fanning
the �ames of the crowd we could have done even more.

 8  0

Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> bigeee1 .

a day ago

TDS means trump is all evil or all good....Jesus is the only one who is
perfect and you idiots not encouraging Trump to be better are idiots

 0  1

bigeee1 .  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

a day ago

Your criticism reveals how you feel and nothing about the way I feel. I
always want any President to do better at all times.

 1  0

Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> bigeee1 .

17 hours ago

you make no sense....how can a president do better unless he gets
strong criticism of when he is wrong ? stupid like a democrat much ?

 0  1

bigeee1 .  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

6 hours ago

You must have skipped reading comprehension in grade school. You
also jump to conclusions without any knowledge of the issue. How do
you know that I don't criticize Trump or are you talking in generalities
which would then not apply at all to me. Stupid like a democrat was a
good one that I will give you though....oh the horror!

 0  0

Angry Senior  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

a day ago

The vax (aka bioweapon) wasn't released until Biden was installed. This was
planned YEARS ahead of Trump. On a non-Google search engine, look up "EU
Roadmap." Geez, what a dumbass....get facts before you post. Clearly, you didn't
even read *this* article.

 3  0

The Prisoner  

l

− ⚑> Angry Senior

7 hours ago

Thank you. Biden was the mass jabber and tried to force us all to take
it.

Paid noisemaker Yeshua is one of these types:

DHS used a grant program intended to combat terrorists, called the
Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention (TVTP) Program, to pay
activists to write blog posts that criticized Donald Trump and other
conservatives under the guise of “media literacy,” the Media Research
Center found through public records requests.
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Reply 0  0

Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> Angry Senior

a day ago

TDS is when you think Trump is 100% good or evil....too many Trump
voters have TDS "trump is perfect" disease...which means they ignore
Trump fast tracking the clot shots (they were available for old fogies
like you before he left o�ce grandpa), they ignore Trump campaigning
for madame lindsay, turtle neck mcconnel, traitor romney as well as not
FIRING swamp globalist traitors like fauci, milley, wray, and �ring
patriots like Bannon and Flynn....i want trump to kick ass, not lick ass of
the globalists

 0  1

Deplorable and Irredeemable  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

a day ago

Liar.

 2  0

The Prisoner  

Reply

− ⚑> Deplorable and Irredeemable

7 hours ago

Paid liar, the only ones writing its canned talking points are people
assigned to do so.

 0  0

Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> Deplorable and Irredeemable

a day ago

truth hurts TDS fools...whether they think Trump is 100% good or 100%
bad....i speak truth but you love your lies

 0  1

sue davis  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

a day ago

Sad thing is you are an extremely uninformed troll!!
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Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> sue davis

a day ago

pure blood baby ! what about you ?

 0  1

sue davis  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

a day ago

You at least have that right, I am also pure blood because I did my
research and realized the jab does more harm than good.
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Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> sue davis

17 hours ago

glad to hear it....but pissed that alot of my republican relatives trusted
Trump and got the shots that they would have refused if biden had
pushed them.....Trump can be better, but only if we kick his ass to stop
hiring and �re the traitors who told him to push the shots, lock down the
country, and all the other scamdemic bs that destroyed all the good he
did
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Reply 0  1

Nevil Williamson  

Reply

− ⚑> Yeshua the way truth life

21 hours ago

Question I can never get an awnser to. Maybe you could help. Popular thought is
the russians wanted trump to win. Why would they prefer trump over hillary?

 0  0

Yeshua the way truth life  

Reply

− ⚑> Nevil Williamson

17 hours ago

Rev 2:9 brother....they all are owned by the same master in the
end....nationalists like Trump, Putin, ... get along better....while
globalists like obama/biden/clinton handlers get along better with
socialists like canada, germany, france....but make no mistake all of
them are controlled by Rev 3:9

 0  1

CalmCon  

Reply

− ⚑> bigeee1 .

2 days ago

But you think the Billionaire ex-President telling the current speaker what to do is NOT the
'deep state'?

Trump is guilty. Of a host of crimes. The Government is right to prosecute him for breaking
the law.

You rubes think he should get away with his lawlessness.

 0  33

Bill Powell  

Reply

− ⚑> CalmCon

2 days ago  edited

Trump is now the putative leader of the Republican party. Are you suggesting the
current Republican leader should never provide direction, strategize or even
speak with the Republican Speaker of the House? And where even is your
evidence Trump told the Speaker what to do? You are a max ass if you believe
any of what you just wrote.

 23  0

Peter Wolfe  

Reply

− ⚑> Bill Powell

2 days ago

The tell is in his description of Trump. This loser hates anyone who is
successful.

 11  0

The Prisoner  

Reply

− ⚑> Bill Powell

7 hours ago

Thank you. Blaming Trump for the speaker's mistakes is just more anti-
Trump propaganda.

 0  0

CalmCon  − ⚑> Bill Powell

2 days ago

I rather think him sinking a border bill yall been crying about for years is
out of line. Trump is not the 'putative' leader. He IS the Republican party.
He's gutted your RNC, and is using your money to pay his legal bills.
Senior staff were �red. ALL Republican fundraising is now under Trump
control. Your down ballot House / Senate / Governor races are ALL
funded by Trump. Or not. He's been using RNC money to pay his legal
bills for years
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Reply

bills for years.

And he's made clear he doesn't like Democracy. If yall DO manage to put
him in the WH, over 250 years of elections are over with.

"where even is your evidence Trump told the Speaker what to do? "

YOU should look up WHY a border bill that directed millions to border
security and created provisions to automatically close it got sunk.
Republicans worked hard on that bill, and pushed through provisions
Republicans have been crying for since forever. Republicans are simply
leaving over this. Buck, Gallagher, Murkowski, Pence - you'd call them
RINOs.

Do you think our southern border has a problem with security? Do you
think it's a problem that needs solving? Or are you just a brain dead
moron that only cares about politics to the extent that you cheer your
'side'? I mean, you DO seem to know what the word 'putative' means.
Can't be THAT stooopid.

So why are you asking ME to �gure out why a bill to �x the border,
created by hard line Republicans, that CARE about the border problem,
got sunk.

The bill IS sunk. I've read it. Have you?

 0  19

Bill Powell  

Reply

− ⚑> CalmCon

2 days ago

As for that border bill you are so loudly touting, most of us realized what
Biden really wanted was more money not to control the border, but
more money to process, house and feed the hordes coming across the
border at your vacant headed leader's invitation. Jeeze, you are
clueless.

 20  0

Russell Clarkson  

Reply

− ⚑> Bill Powell

2 days ago

He's not clueless, he's a bald faced liar.

 9  0

John Festerman  

Reply

− ⚑> Bill Powell

2 days ago

And billions more for Ukraine

 5  0

CalmCon  

Reply

− ⚑> Bill Powell

2 days ago

So you didn't read the bill. Knowing what 'putative' means was kinda you
shooting your intellectual wad.

No, that's not the case. The border bill funds border security. A LOT. And
creates provisions for closing the border autotmatically.

Your ignorance does not 'Trump' the facts, buddy.
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